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Summary

This report examines population, household, and tenure trends, broken out into the senior market and the

market from the working age population. These projections were supplemented by additional information

from existing households who could be expected to consider residing in several housing options segmented

by tenure and age, taking income/affordability into consideration also. 

Here, it was seen that the study area - Jackson County - based on a three-year projection period over a five

year study period (2020 to 2025), could support:

C a single-family development of detached single-storey homes catering to the active-adult market at a

location in the Sylva area (including Dillsboro and Webster). Initially, a 54-lot development could be

considered.

C The Sylva area could accommodate a 91-unit subsidized apartment project for low and very low income

seniors, and the Jackson County portion of Cherokee/Whittier  could absorb up to 30 such units.

C were an affordable/tax credit rental property for seniors to be developed in Jackson County, it could offer

maybe 44 units and should be located in the Sylva area.

C with regard to subsidized rental housing catering to low and very low income persons, projects could be

considered for the Sylva area, Cullowhee, and the Jackson County portion of Cherokee/Whittier.  The Sylva

area could absorb up to 500 units, Cullowhee up to 100 units, and the Cherokee/Whittier area up to 175

subsidized units.

C calculations of the need for affordable rental housing for families suggests a 140 or 200 unit -unit property

in the Sylva area (depending on the occupancy status of the Village Overlook Apartments). The Jackson

County portion of the Cherokee/Whittier area could accommodate around 69 units. 

C our calculations for market rate rentals for families suggest that the Sylva area could absorb around 92

units - focusing on households at 60 to 80 percent of the median - which is the focus for what is typically

considered to be workforce housing.

 C with respect to for-sale housing for families, based on the data for Jackson County, we suggest that the

market from growth amounts to around 15 new homes, annually, and around 18 new homes, annually,

from potential first home buyers. in the Sylva area. Thus, that area could absorb around 33 units per year

in a development that catered to those market segments - that is - possibly featuring separate

neighborhoods in one development that catered to those income/price segments.  
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The preceding is summarized as follows:
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Introduction

The following narrative outlines our examination of housing needs in Jackson County. Tables which inform

the narrative are included in the report text and other tables - both for Jackson County, Region A, and North

Carolina - are included, for reference, in three reports appended to this document. It should be noted that

some ancillary information is presented in the Addenda that are not referenced in this report.

The focus of this report is the identification of housing needs - by tenure and age of householder,

segmented by income. The study period will focus on need over the short- to medium term: from 2020 to

2025. Housing needs will be based on household projections, which in turn are based on population trends

and projections. Here, we will address population and household trends throughout Jackson County in order

to identify and quantify those trends and how they might relate to recent - and projected - population,

household, and housing characteristics.

Population Trends

Population growth is, fundamentally, a function of the inter-relationship between the natural increase of

that population (the difference between the number/rate of births and deaths), and net-migration. In

addressing the components of population growth for a specific area it is necessary to discount any non-

residential/group quarters (institutional) population.  Population estimates - showing total population and

group quarters since 2010 - for Jackson County, are set out in Table 1, below.   (Here, data presented are

for the study area - Jackson County - unless otherwise stated).

In Jackson County the group quarters population is very significant - reflecting the student population

residing on campus at the Western Carolina University. For example, in 2018 these estimates suggest that

4,059 persons are in group quarters - 9.4 percent of the total population. 

 

Table 1 - Population Estimates

Source: Census Bureau
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Here the population of Jackson County is seen to show net growth between 2010 and 2018, based on

official estimates. With regard to the impact of the group quarters population it is seen that, for example,

485 persons out of the, net, 3,104 person increase between 2011 and 2018 were in group quarters.

Table 2 illustrates the various components of population change. Over the period since 2010 it is seen that

natural increase was typically positive - with births exceeding deaths (usually slightly - or equal to as in the

case of 2015 to 2016) over that period. This suggests consistent, relatively low, growth from that source -

and reveals that the variations in changes recorded annually over the study period reflect fluctuations in

net migration. Over this period it was seen that net migration was negative (out-migration) in two years

which contributed to decreases in the estimates of total population for those years. Similarly, those years

that exhibited significant positive net migration (in-migration) showed notable increases in estimated

population. Thus, for example, the significant increases in estimated total population between 2015 and

2016 and 2017 reflects high net migration over that period (especially 2015 to 2106).   

Table 2 - Components of Population Change, Numbers, 2010 to 2018  

 

Source Census Bureau
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Table 3, below, illustrates the levels and trends of birth rates, death rates, the rate of natural increase and

the net in-migration rate for Jackson County since 2010, based on Census Bureau estimates. With respect

to these, it is seen that birth rates have been around 9 to 11 per thousand, and death rates have ranged

between 8 and 9 per thousand. The net migration rate shows relatively low (or negative )rates prior to 2014

to 2015, with rates of 14 and 31 per thousand between 2015 and 2017.

Table 3 - Components of Population Change, Rates, 2010 to 2018

Source Census Bureau
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As noted, above, net in-migration has been a significant contributor to population growth in Jackson County

since 2010. Consideration of overall net migration rates does not illustrate the extent to which those rates

may vary, by, for example, age. Table 4, below, shows net migration rates, by age, for Jackson County for

1960 to 1970, for 1980 to 1990, and for 2000 to 2010 (the most recent data available).

Table 4  - Net Migration by Age

Source: as cited

As set out in Table 4, the data for each of the decades illustrated reveal a relatively consistent pattern of

low (positive) net migration rates for persons aged below 14 years of age, and for persons aged 35 years

and above. Persons aged between 15 and 25 years show significantly positive net migration rates. This

illustrates the impact of the student population at Western Carolina University - and highlights the

significant increase in enrollment in the most recent decade (increases which are ongoing).  The data show

negative net migration (out-migration) for persons between 25 and 35 years over each period illustrated.

Consideration of the data shown in Table 4 does not appear reveal pronounced in-migration of older

persons; however, the volume of the influx of the student-aged population is such that the vertical scale 

used obscures the fact that the in-migration rate of older cohorts is commensurate with other counties in

Region A.  
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As is to be expected, the patterns of natural increase and net migration, by age, are reflected in the age

distribution of the population in published censuses and in official projections. Population data, by age, for

Jackson County, is set out in Table 5, below. Data for 2000 and 2010 are from the Decennial Census, and

data for 2020, 2025, and 2030 are from the most recent official population projections published by the

North Carolina State Data Center.  

Table 5 - Population by Age, 2000 to 2030

Source: Census Bureau; North Carolina State Data Center

Here it is seen that the population of Jackson County grew from 33,121 to 40,271 between 2000 and 2010,

and that official projections show that this growth is expected to continue.

The impact of the local student population on the County population can be seen in that almost 12 percent

of the county’s population was aged 10 to 24 years in 2000. The number of persons in that cohort grew

from 3,932 in 2000 to 5,199 in 2010 (12.9 percent of the total).This contrasts with 6.4 percent for Region

A, and 6.9 percent for North Carolina  as a whole. Based on official projections, the population in the 20 to

24 year cohort is projected to increase to 6,193 by 2030, when that would represent 11.9 percent of the

total population.
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With regard to the senior population there were 8,797 persons aged 65 years or over in 2010: around 21.8

percent of the population (compared with 18.7 percent a decade earlier). By 2030, it is projected that there

will be 13,724 persons in that cohort: around 26.4 percent of the total.

In 2000, 15.7 percent of the population of Jackson County was aged less than 15 years old, and this

proportion fell to 14.8 percent in 2010, and is projected to remain around 13 percent over the next two

decades.

The population of Jackson County in the 15 to 64 year age group (that broadly corresponding to the working

age population - and includes the student population) amounted to 23,368 persons in 2000, and 28,226

persons in 2010. This cohort is projected to grow to 33,970 by 2030. Whereas this does represent growth

in absolute numbers, the proportion of the county’s population in that cohort is projected to decrease from

70.6 percent in 2000, to 70.1 percent in 2010, and to 65.5 percent in 2030. This pattern is mirrored for

Region A as a whole: that is, 64.6 percent in 2000 to 54.2 percent in 2030 (Table A1). For the State as a

whole, 61.7 percent of the total population will be in the 18 to 64 year age range in 2030, compared with

67.4 percent and 67.1 percent in 2000 and 2010, respectively (Table NC1). The fact that the proportion of

persons in this age group is significantly higher in Jackson County, reflects, again, the impact of the local

student population.

Given these trends, by age, it is seen that the average age of the Jackson County population was 36.2 years

in 2000, and increased, slightly,  to 36.3 years in 2010. The average for 2020 is projected to be around 37.2

years, and is projected to increase somewhat to 38.3 years in 2030. The median age for Region A in 2010

is estimated at around 43.6 years and that for the State as a whole in 2010 was recorded as 37.4 years.

Again, the lower ages for Jackson County reflect the student population.
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The distribution of the various age cohorts (broken out into males and females) are illustrated in the

following population pyramids - showing the relative aging of the population and concomitant decreases

in the cohorts in the middle age ranges - with, nonetheless, a large proportion being in the 15 to 24 year

cohort (reflecting the student population) .

Table 6 - Population Pyramids, 2000 to 2030 

Source: Census Bureau; North Carolina State Data Center
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Household Trends

The projections that our assessment of future housing needs are to be based on are projections of

households, broken-out by tenure (owner-occupied and renter-occupied units), and by age. With respect

to the latter we will focus on housing for senior households (aged 65 years and over) and for the working

population/aged less than 65 years. Prior to projecting need by tenure it is therefore necessary to  derive

projections of the number of total households for the Jackson County study area. Projections of households

are necessarily derived from population projections - applying projected average household size to

projected population.

Prior to outlining household projections for Jackson County (both for all households and for households by

age and/or tenure), it is pertinent to examine household characteristics and trends for that area.

In Jackson County there were 33,121 persons in 13,191 households as of the 2000 Census, and 40,271

persons in 16,446 households as recorded in the 2010 Census. Over that period, therefore, the population

grew by 21.6 percent, and the number of households increased by 24.7 percent. The relatively greater

increase in the number of households reflects decreases in average household size over that period (from

2.51 persons per households in 2000 to 2.45 a decade later).  

These figures for average household size in Jackson County are quite low, but are somewhat inflated by the

impact of the group quarters population. Thus, average household size (adjusted for those in group

quarters) shows an average household size of 2.30 in 2000, and only 2.23 in 2010. Further, Census data

(Table C3) show that in Jackson County, the number of one-person households accounted for 27.0 percent

of all households in 2000, and increased to 32.1 percent in 2010. The number of family households

increased over that decade. Thus, for example, the number of married-couple families while increasing from

6,774 in 2000, to 7,390 in 2010 accounted for 78.9 and 76.0 percent of the totals for those years,

respectively. Again, in consideration of  declining household size, the number of married couple families

without children present grew from a relatively high 65.0 percent in 2000 to 68.4 percent in 2010.  The

latter illustrate the effects of the incidence  of significant numbers of couples without children and childless

couples (including younger couples delaying - or foregoing - having children). 

Based on Decennial Census data, 72.5 percent of occupied housing units in Jackson County in 2000 were

owner-occupied and 27.5 percent were renter-occupied. The corresponding proportions for 2010 were 

64.6 percent and 35.4 percent, respectively. Thus, over that decade, Jackson County experienced a net

increase of 3,225 households - a net increase of 1,056 owner-occupied units and as many as 2,199 rental

units.
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Selected Housing Characteristics

The  Census data cited in this report (other than the Estimates in Table C1) are based on the Decennial

Census. The 2010 Census no longer included detailed data - instead those data are provided on an annual

basis in the American Community Survey. The latter - although it is made available on a more regular basis -

is based on a small sample, and as such needs to be used with caution. That is, it is best used to highlight

the relative incidence of certain criteria rather than an absolute number - that is the percentage/proportion

of  a population that exhibits a certain condition, rather than the number of the population that exhibits

that condition. Additionally, given that, for example, the five-year estimates reflect a five-year period it is

not realistic to compare one five-year report’s numbers with another report that falls within that five year

period because of the inherent overlap in those data. Thus, in order to draw attention certain conditions,

we will employ the American Community Survey data to illustrate the relative incidence of those conditions,

and where we present comparisons over time, the most recent Five-year Survey (2013 to 2017) will be

compared with the five years prior to the 2013 to 2017 data (that is, the 2008 to 2012 Survey).

With respect to select pertinent housing criteria, the 2013 to 2017 America Community Survey reports that,

for example, 60.4 percent of all housing units in Jackson County were occupied. Of the 39.6 percent that

were reported as vacant, 3.1 percent of those were rented or sold, but not occupied, and as many as 74.2

percent of which were recorded as second homes/held for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use, and

15.9 percent of which were ‘other vacant units’ (Table C4). These proportions are similar to those from the

2008 to 2012 Survey, and are comparable with the corresponding proportions for Region A as a whole

(Table A4). Statewide, 14-to 15 percent of all housing units are reported to be vacant - with 31- to 33

percent being held as second homes, etc. (Table NC4).

American Community Survey data for Jackson County show that, as of the 2013 to 2017 Survey, 1.3 percent

of housing units there were built since 2010, and 24.2 percent were built between 2000 and 2009, for

example. The average year built in the County is seen to be 1986 (Table C6). The average year built for

Region A is estimated at 1984 (Table A6), and that for North Carolina as a whole is seen to be 1988 (Table

NC6).

For Jackson County, it is seen that 11.0 percent of households moved since 2015, and 28.7 percent moved

between 2010 and 2014. Of those in Jackson County that moved over those two periods, 66.0 percent were

renters (Table C7). 

Based on ACS data, the median value of owner-occupied units is $177,200 (Table C8) - with that for Region

A being estimated at $185,234 (Table A8); and that for North Carolina reported at $161,000 (Table NC8).

The 2013 to 2017 ACS report shows that the median monthly housing costs for owner-occupiers (with a

mortgage) was $1,159 - compared with $1,134 in the 2008 to 2012 Survey (Table C9). The corresponding

figure for Region A is around $1,111 (Table A9), with that for the State being $1,261 (Table NC9). 
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The median monthly rent reported for Jackson County in the 2013 to 2017 Survey is found to be $717 -

compared with $612 ( as much as a 17.2 percent increase) from the 2008 to 2012 Survey (Table C11). The

corresponding estimated median rents for the Region (Table A11) are $670 and $738 (a 10 percent

increase), with those for the state (Table NC11)being $759 and $844 (a 12 percent increase).

The 2013 to 2017 ACS report reveals that for Jackson County (Table C12), 42.2 percent of renters were

paying in excess of 35 percent of their income on housing costs - with 39.9 percent of renters throughout

Region A (Table A12) paying that proportion (estimated), and 39.6 percent statewide, devoting that share

of their income to housing costs (Table NC12) .

Tenure Trends

 In consideration of population and household growth - and focusing on tenure in particular - it is noted that

for the 2008 to 2012 report for Jackson County, 31.5 percent of occupied housing units were rented, and

the corresponding proportion was recorded as 34.9 percent in the subsequent, 2013 to 2017, report. This

is a noteworthy change, all things considered. 

The last decade or so - with a housing boom-and-bust consequent upon changes in the economy, changes

in credit conditions, and evolving housing markets in general - along with demographic trends such as the

aging of the population, delayed marriage, delayed child-bearing, and related factors, complicate the

process of determining future tenure trends in general, and housing needs in particular. Additionally,

significant and ongoing increases in construction costs impact the supply of housing - especially housing that

caters to the more affordable end of the market.    

On one hand, projecting tenure trends in Jackson County on the basis of, for example, the extrapolation

of 2000 to 2010 tenure trends and applying those extrapolated shares to projected population and

households in the short-to-medium term would serve to overstate the need for rental housing. On the

other hand, assuming that the tenure trends would return to some sort of ‘norm’ - with tenure proportions

more like the 2000 (or 1990) levels - would, in the short-to-medium term, overstate the need for owner-

occupied units.
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Under these circumstances, we consider it prudent (largely given the lack of applicable alternatives) to

assume that the tenure proportions recorded in the 2010 Census are likely to hold, all things considered,

for areas such as Jackson County. Here, we assume that tenure proportions to be used ought to be those

based on the age of the householder, applying them to projected households, by age. Thus, the total

population will be used to derive household projections based on decreases in average household size, and

the 2020 tenure proportions will be applied to projected households, by age. With respect to the latter,

given that home-ownership is typically seen to increase with age, then, given the aging of the projected  

population, this should result in marginal increases in owner-occupied housing and concomitant decreases

in rental accommodation. Here, it should be noted that given that our tenure projections focus on a more

purely demographic criterion, it is implied that economic, financial, and other criteria will be effectively be

held constant (or at least mirror any trends in the latter that may have been incorporated in the official

population projections used - for example, the extent to those projections may be subject to employment

assumptions based on recent labor force and employment numbers, etc.).   

Here, we will provide tenure projections for Jackson County as a whole, for the working age population (15

to 64 years), and for the senior population (65 years and older). The data for 1990, 2000, and for 2010 are

taken from the Decennial Census for those years (with 1990 data included for reference). These are set out

in the following tables, along with projections for the 2020 to 2025 study period. 

The following table provides projections for the total population of Jackson County. This shows, as outlined

on the previous pages, consistent population growth with growth in the total number of households

reflecting both the population growth and decreasing average household size. Both the number of owner-

occupied households and renters households showed ongoing growth, also.

Table 7 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends, 1990 to 2025

Source 1990, 2000 and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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The changes in these variables over the study period are illustrated in the following table.

Table 8 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends: Change

Source 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Here, it is seen that a net 1,147 owner-occupied units are projected to be needed in Jackson County from

2020 to 2025 - around 229, annually. Likewise, around 703 rental units are needed - around 141 new units

on an annual basis. It should be noted that these numbers are for all household types - at all ages and all

income levels, for example.

The calculations outlined in the previous two tables illustrate a net quantitative change in housing units

needed - focusing on population and household growth and tenure trends. In order to get a better

determination of need, it is pertinent to consider a qualitative aspect. Most housing market study guidelines

incorporate an element that reflects the need for the replacement of “substandard” housing - where, most

often, this variable is based on a somewhat outdated/historical definition of physically substandard housing.

Thus, variables such as lacking complete plumbing facilities and/or lacking a complete kitchen facilities are

used as a measure of substandard housing, often in combination with overcrowding. These criteria do not,

in our opinion, reflect the need for the replacement of housing units that are physically or functionally

obsolete.
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Based on the most recent ACS data, less than one half of one percent of units meet either of the latter

criteria in Jackson County. The American Housing Survey report on Components of Inventory Change

provides data on the loss of houses to the housing inventory over a two-year period. The most recent

report examines changes from 2011 to 2013. Here, it is possible to examine losses due to conversions,

homes or mobile homes moving, units changing to nonresidential use, losses through demolition or

disaster, units that are badly damaged or condemned, and lost in other ways. Here, it is seen that around

0.23 percent of the owner-occupied stock are lost - on annual basis - and around 0.49 percent of rental

units are likewise lost. Over the five year study period, this amounts to the need for the replacement of 

146 owner-occupied units and the replacement of 167 rental units in Jackson County over the study period

in this report. Thus, the five-year need set out above is adjusted to 1,292 owner-occupied units and 870

rental units (258 and 174 units per year, respectively).
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Our examination of housing needs in Jackson County also considers the need for housing from two

populations/sub markets - the senior population and the population aged 15 to 64 years (or what can be

considered the working population). The nature of these markets, highlighted by the impact of demographic

factors and trends suggest that these markets should be treated separately. 

Tenure Trends, by Age: Senior Households

Table 9, below, outlines the population, household, and tenure trends for the senior population of Jackson

County. This shows, as outlined on the previous pages, consistent population growth with parallel growth

in the total number of households reflecting both that population growth and decreasing average

household size, for that age cohort. Both the number of owner-occupied households and renter households

showed ongoing growth. Given the method used to project households by tenure (as outlined above) it is

seen that, over the period from 2010 to 2025,  as the population of the County ages, the relative proportion

of owner-occupied households remains quite steady.

This table illustrates the significant growth of the Jackson County senior population - reflecting both the

aging of the population and the continued impact of the net in-migration of older persons.

Table 9 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends, Households 65 and older, 1990 to 2025

Source 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

The changes in these variables over the study period are illustrated in the following table.
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Table 10 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends, Households 65 and older: Change

Source 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

The continued growth of the senior population reveals that around 772 net, units are needed for seniors

between 2020 and 2025 - 637 of which are owner-occupied units and 135, net, are rentals. These figures

can also be adjusted to reflect potential losses (as outlined for the total population). Thus, these figures

translate to an additional 56 owner-occupied units and 26 rentals - a total of 693 owner-occupied units, and

161 renter-occupied units - or 139 owner-occupied units and 32 renter-occupied units, annually.
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Tenure Trends, by Age: Working-Age Households

Table 11,  below, outlines the population, household, and tenure trends for the working age population of

Jackson County. Here, it is seen that population of this cohort, the number of households, and the number

of both owner-occupied and renter-occupied households is projected to exhibit consistent growth over  the

study period. These tenure projections show that in relative terms the proportion of owner-occupied

households is projected to decrease, and that for renter-occupied units is seen to increase. This reflects the

fact that although the proportion of renters is based on 2010 levels in our projections, when projected by

age, the younger age profile of households in Jackson County results in decreases in owner occupancy rates

relative to renting given that younger households are less inclined to - or able to - buy rather than rent. The

marked increase in the proportion of the population of Jackson County that rented over the decade from

20000 to 2100 was largely the consequence of the very significant volume of rental housing that was

introduced to accommodate the student population at the Western Carolina University. The latter reflected

both the significant increases in enrollment at that institution and the impact of the arrival of developers

of purpose-built student complexes in the area. These circumstances  were such that projections of tenure

trends for Jackson County beyond 2010 will show an ongoing, sustained, need for rental versus owner-

occupied housing in the area that may potentially overstate that need in the near term (and likewise

potentially understate the need for owner-occupied housing).   

As seen from Table 11, the number of owner-occupied is projected to increase from 7,358 in 2010 to 7,807

in 2020 and to 8,316 in 2025. The number of renter also is projected to increase from 5,112 in 2010 to

5,771 and 6,339 in 2020 and 2025, respectively.

Table 11 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends, Households 15 to 64 years, 1990 to 2025

Source 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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The changes in these variables over the study period are illustrated in the following table.

Table 12 - Population, Household, and Tenure Trends, Households 15 to 64 years: Change

Source 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

The projected changes in the working-age population reveal that around 1,078, net, units are needed 

between 2020 and 2025 - 509  of which are owner-occupied units and 568 are rentals. These figures can

also be adjusted to reflect potential losses (as outlined previously, for other populations). Thus, these

figures translate to an additional 90 owner-occupied units and 141 rentals - a total of 599 owner-occupied

units, and 709 renter-occupied units - or 120 owner-occupied units and 142 renter-occupied units, annually.
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Tenure Trends, by Age : Summary

Data on the tenure trends outlined above for the 2020 to 2025 summary period are summarized, below.

Table 13 - Tenure by Age, Working Age and Senior Households, 2020 to 2025.

Source:  T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

The preceding are the net numbers derived from the population, household and tenure projections. The

following table includes adjustments to account for losses, as described, both for the study period as a

whole and annual averages for that period.

Table 14 - Tenure by age, Working Age and Senior Households, 2020 to 2025, adjusted, and change

Source: T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Here, it is seen that, overall, the market potential, by tenure, for both the senior and non-senior market is

good (the relatively lower senior renter market reflecting the relative strength of the owner-occupied

market). It should be noted that these numbers, while reflecting the relative strength of each segment, do

not represent the demand for any single product catering to any of these segments. The extent to which

one particular development could cater to any market segment will be the function of several inter-related

factors such as location, price/affordability relative to a target income, and the existence of potentially

competing properties, etc.
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Development Options: by Age and Tenure

As noted, any potential new project will appeal to only a share of the market defined in terms of the ability,

for example, of persons/households in that market to be able to afford that product at a particular location,

and to choose to live there, and be willing to move.

Development Options: Senior Housing, Owner-occupied 

With respect to senior housing options, the following table outlines the income distribution of Jackson

County households aged 62 years and older, for all households, and by tenure. This information is derived

from a Special Tabulation of American Community Survey (2013 to 2017) data prepared for, and published

by, HUD.

Table 15 - Income by Tenure, Households aged 62 and over

       

Source: HUD Special Tabulations of Households from, American Community Survey 2013 to 2017
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Assuming, for example, if single-family, for sale units were offered that appealed to seniors in the $45,000

to $100,000 income range, that product would appeal to 37.5 percent of that population. The market would

be further segmented on the basis of the appeal of that product in terms of design, features, and location.

Applying this proportion to the five-year need for 637 homes from the senior population yields a county-

wide need for 239 units.  Given that this is a county-wide figure, it is necessary to assess the market

potential of various communities throughout the county as a whole to determine the viability of such a

development. 

In assessing housing needs on the basis of county-wide data, the implication is that the county is the market

area for any potential future development. However, it is often, if not typically, the case that any potential

new development will not be able to attract residents from that entire area. In segmenting the county-wide

data for Jackson County to determine demand for its constituent communities, the distribution of

employment, service provision (health, retail, etc.), and other amenities are considered along with the

community’s size and the current and projected population and household distribution within the county.

It is also important to note that the market potential for each community, when summed, will typically

exceed that for the county/study area as a whole (given over-lapping market areas). Thus, as a

consequence, the introduction of a particular development in one community will therefore impact the

need for the same product elsewhere in that area, given those overlapping markets. Also, it should be

noted that the marketability of one product may differ from that for a different product/development type

which may be relatively more specialized, and may be able to draw from a wider base.

There are several communities in Jackson County that can be considered for future residential

development. These include Sylva, the county seat which is in the north-central portion of the county, and

is the county’s largest municipality (with an estimated population [2017] of 2,720). The smaller

communities of Dillsboro and Webster are located nearby. The latter are effectively part of the Sylva market

area, and likely would draw upon the same market, all things considered.

Cullowhee is a Census Designated Place (CDP) located south and east of Sylva. The population of Cullowhee

was recorded as 6,228 as of the 2010 Census - significantly larger than Sylva. Of this total population, 3,347

were students at the Western Carolina University living in group quarters. This yields a residential

population of 2,881 - many of whom would have been students in private accommodation (52 percent of

which were renters). For reference, in 2000 the population of Cullowhee was 3,579 - 2,138 of which were

in group quarters and yields a residential population of 1,441 (35 percent of which were renters). Thus, it

is seen that the number of occupied rental units in Cullowhee increased from 498 to 1,491 between 2000

and 2010 - a 299 percent increase.

Cashiers is a small unincorporated  community located in the southern part of the county, on the US 64

corridor. 
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Cherokee is a Census Designated Place located in Swain County, adjacent to Jackson County. Portions of

Jackson County - focused on the small community of Whittier and also Cherokee itself, can reasonably be

considered part of the wider Cherokee market.  Cherokee is the focus for the Eastern Cherokee Reservation.

Thus, it is not unreasonable to assume that  Cherokee/Whittier can attract a share of the Jackson County

market - but that the market potential for Cherokee, per se, necessarily would also include potential

demand from Swain County.  In this regard, it is considered more realistic to base any determination of the

housing market for a location in or near Cherokee on a market evaluation that is focused specifically on the

association of Cherokee with the Reservation. Nonetheless, in addressing the needs for Jackson County,

it is appropriate to include Cherokee as a potential location that can cater to a share of the county-wide

need.

With respect to the market potential for senior, for-sale, housing it is our assumption that a site in (or

focused-on) Sylva could attract up to three-fourths of the county-wide market potential, as calculated. As

noted, an appropriate site Webster or Dillsboro could also capture up to this share. A site focused on

Cherokee/Whittier could capture around one-fourth of the market potential. A site in Cashiers could absorb

up one-fourth, or so, of the need for for-sale housing for seniors.  

Applying these posited market shares to the calculated five-year need, by income, of 239 units (see above),

yields up around 179 units in the Sylva area, and up to around 60 in both Cashiers and Cherokee/Whittier

(Jackson County portion only). These numbers translate to 60 units, annually, in the Sylva area and around

12 units in both Cashiers and Cherokee/Whittier. Here, the need for a specific development would be

determined on the basis of the type of product offered, its location, amenities, and price.

Were  a single development able to capture 30 percent of the market then the annual demand for such a

property would amount to 18 units, per year in Sylva and four units in Cashiers and Cherokee/Whittier. 

Thus, a single-family development of detached single-storey homes catering to the active-adult*market is

considered reasonable for a location in the Sylva area. Initially, a 54-lot development could be considered.

A corresponding development in Cashiers seems ambitious and a for-sale senior development would not

be appropriate for Cullowhee. A corresponding development in the Cherokee area would have to be

considered in combination with any demand from the wider area that would include Swain County.

* Here, this may be defined as 55 years and older and therefore expand the market.
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Development Options: Senior Housing, Renter-occupied 

With respect to the need for rental housing for seniors in Jackson County, the numbers presented above

show a net need for 27 rental units, per year - again, this is for units for tenants at all income levels,

throughout Jackson County. With respect to income, three income levels can be considered. These levels

may best be characterized as subsidized, affordable, and market rate.  These levels are traditionally defined

as relating to the income level of the tenants - and those incomes are in turn, defined relative to income

levels in the host community/county. Thus, subsidized housing may be defined as that targeted to

households with incomes below 50 percent of the local area median, by household size, as defined by HUD.

In subsidized developments it is the norm that tenants pay 30 percent of their income on housing costs

(that is, rent, plus utilities).  Likewise, affordable housing is that targeted to households with incomes up

to 60 percent of the median. Here, rents are not subsidized, but the rents are set to be affordable to

tenants who, although with moderate incomes, can afford rents that are set to be below market rates.

Here, these units are considered to be those affordable to households with incomes between 40 and 60

percent of the median (excluding units that any have deeper targeting). Market rate units are those set at

market rents and are rented to households whose incomes are adequate to afford prevailing market rents.

For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that market rate units are affordable to households with

incomes at or above 60 percent of the median. It should be noted, however, that in areas with relatively 

low incomes (that is low HUD median incomes) the rents that are based on a 60 percent level, may be less

than the prevailing market rents. Here, an upper limit of 120 percent of the median is employed

representing a level above which older persons may be more likely to prefer continuing care retirement

communities or other, more upscale, communities. 

The preceding designations apply to both rental properties that are open to family tenants and those  that

cater specifically to a senior tenantry. The latter are typically developments that offer only one- and two-

bedroom units and have features and amenities that cater specifically to seniors. Units in these

developments are typically on one level - either in a single building (which may have more than one storey

and be served by one or more elevators), or be in attached or detached units/ cottages. Senior renters may

be seen to be willing to pay a larger proportion of their incomes on housing, where they may have fewer

additional expenses than family renters. This proportion can be quite significant, especially in developments

that offer meals and other services to their residents. 

Although many senior apartments are open to residents aged 55 and older, the calculations presented here

will be based on households aged 65 and older - which allows for a more conservative (but not unrealistic

approach) and reflects the availability of data on income by age.
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The HUD income limits in Jackson County, for one and two-person households, are based on a median

income of $42,400 for a one person household and $48,500 for a two-person household. 

Calculations here are based on an approach following the market study guidelines required by the North

Carolina Housing Finance Agency - which follow accepted standards. Here, the major components are the

need from senior population and housing growth, from existing renters who would consider moving, and

from some seniors who live in owner-occupied housing who wish to move to rental accommodation.

The following table provides data on the income distribution of senior rental households, by household size,

for Jackson County. This information is derived from a Special Tabulation of 2013 to 2017 American

Community Survey data prepared for, and published by, HUD.

Table 16 - Income by Household Size, Renter Households Aged 62 and older

Source: HUD Special Tabulations of Households from American Community Survey, 2013 to 2017
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These data are illustrated, as below.

Here it is seen that the incomes of senior renters - and particularly one-person households, are

concentrated in the lower income ranges. The vast majority of senior renters are one- or two-person

households.

Calculations for subsidized units are based on an effective lower income of zero dollars, with an upper limit

of $24,250 - the two person limit at 50 percent of the median. Based on the table above, it is seen that as

a many as 72.1 percent of renters are in that income range. Applying that to the projected need for 161

units over the 2020 to 2025 projection period, yields 116 units. 

With respect to demand from existing renters who would likely move to a new complex, the market study

guidelines suggest using rent-overburdened households - those paying more a certain proportion of income

on rent. In North Carolina that proportion is 40 percent for senior households. The Special Tabulations data

upon which our calculations are based,  define certain “selected conditions”, which for renters are seen to

be households “having at least one of the following housing conditions: lacking complete plumbing facilities,

lacking complete kitchen facilities, with more than 1.01 persons per room, and selected monthly owner

costs greater than 30 percent of household income (2017), or gross rent as a percentage of household

income (2017) of greater than 30 percent”. The table for those households for senior renters in Jackson

County are as set out below.
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Table 17 - Income and Household Size, Renter Households Aged 62 and older, with Special Conditions

Source: HUD Special Tabulations of Households from American Community Survey, 2013 to 2017

These data, graphed, are as follows.
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Here, the pattern parallels that for the total number of senior renters, with rent-overburdening, etc., being

concentrated in the lower income ranges.

Based on these data, it is found that 40.9 percent of income-eligible renters have those selected conditions

- or around 309 renters.

With respect to senior home-owners who may consider moving to senior apartments, our calculations show

that there will be a total of 1,291 older owner-occupied households in the qualifying income ranges in the

market area. With respect to the existing elderly homeowners it is conservatively assumed that perhaps

2 percent would consider moving to the proposed apartments. Thus, a total of 26 older homeowners might

consider moving. 

Based on the 116 new income eligible renters derived from household growth, the 309 existing renters who

might consider moving to a new subsidized complex, and the 26 older home-owners who might consider

moving to rental accommodation, there is seen to be a total of 451 senior households who would be

eligible for a potential new subsidized rental complex for seniors (age 65 and older). This would be from

throughout Jackson County, based on a five-year projection period.  Assuming that a new complex could

capture around 30 percent of this potential demand, then demand is determined to be for a 135-unit

complex - or 121 units based on a three–year projection period. 

Assuming that the share of the county-wide need for owner-occupied housing that each of the local

communities was assumed to be able to capture also holds for rental units, then the Sylva area could

accommodate a 91-unit subsidized project for seniors, and Cherokee/Whittier (Jackson County share) and

Cashiers could each absorb up to 30 units. 

The projections of demand for an affordable senior housing complex are based on a qualifying income range

from 40 to 60 percent of the local area median. The latter would range from $16,960 (the one-person limit

at 40 percent of the median) to $29,100 (the two-person limit at the 60 percent level). This is a relatively

narrow target range - given the mandated upper income limit and the fact that the tenants have to be able

to afford rent under the assumptions used.

Paralleling the calculations for subsidized units, it is seen that potential demand for an affordable senior

complex from projected household growth is seen to be for around 53 new units. The corresponding

numbers from existing renters and from existing home-owners are found to be 150 units and eleven units,

respectively. This yields a total potential demand for 214 affordable units - or a 64-unit complex assuming

a 30 percent capture rate. This translates to 58 units over three years.

Here, it is our observation that were an affordable/tax credit property to be developed in Jackson County,

that it could absorb maybe 44 units and should be located in the Sylva area. In this context, given NCHFA

income targeting criteria, it may be possible to contemplate a slightly larger project were deeper income

targeting considered.  A location in Cherokee/Whittier could expect to generate demand for around 15

units from Jackson County. Cashiers (and Cullowhee) would not be appropriate for a development of this

type.
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With respect to market rate rentals for seniors, demand calculations are based on a qualifying income range

with a lower level equivalent to the one-person 60 percent income limit, and an upper limit equivalent to

120 percent of the area median income for two person households. Under this scenario, and following the

approach used for the subsidized and affordable segments, we determined there to be a need for 127 units:

29 units based on growth, 60 from existing renters, and 38 units from home-owners. A 30 percent capture

rate translates to a 38-unit project. Again, this was based on a county-wide market area, over a five-year

period.  Assuming a three-year projection period this translates to a 35-unit need, countywide. Here, these

figures suggest that a reasonably-sized property in the Sylva area (or elsewhere in the county) is likely not

feasible.

As suggested earlier, basing the latter on a lower income limit of $25,448 - the one-person 60 percent limit -

may not be realistic as that would suggest a net rent of $748 for a one-bedroom unit where the tenant pays

40 percent of income on rent, and utilities are assumed to be around $100 for that unit.  Were the one-

person 80 percent limit used, that would translate to a net rent of $1,031 Given that a market rate senior

rental project was not considered feasible at the lower rent level, that conclusion applies to any scenario

with higher rents.    
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Development Options: Housing for Working Age Households, Renter-occupied 

The previous section outlined potential demand, by income for the population aged 65 years and older -

with the projected growth for the area being supplemented by need from existing renter households in the

area who would move to be better housed. The demand projections for renter households of working age 

population can be obtained using the same approach as for senior rentals (omitting demand from home-

owners who might move to rental accommodation).

As set out above, we have examined the subsidized, affordable, and market-rate segments - however,

whereas it is realistic to look at senior rentals on the basis of a 40 percent rent-to-income ratio, we are

employing a 35 percent figure for family units (assuming, as is generally held, that families have more non-

housing expenses).  

Here, demand for subsidized apartments for families is seen to amount to 2,487 units - as many as 2,096

being from existing renters that are rent-overburdened, etc. A 30 percent capture rate yields 746 units -

again, based on a five-year period, countywide, or up to 700 units, or so, over a three-year period.

Based on these numbers - which reflect the provision of subsidies for low and very low income persons,

subsidized projects could be considered for the Sylva area and the Jackson County portion of the

Cherokee/Whittier area. A subsidized property of this type is probably not feasible for Cashiers , but may

be feasible for a site in Cullowhee - given the provision of subsidies that would appeal, for example, to

lower income employees at WCU.  Thus, the Sylva area  could absorb around 500 units and Jackson County

could potentially contribute 175 units for a site in Cherokee/Whittier - again, subject to the provision of the

necessary rental subsidies. A 100-unit subsidized complex in Cullowhee would not be unrealistic. 
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Demand for affordable housing, as defined, amounts to a total of 977 units: 797 of which are from existing

overburdened households. This total translates to 299 units upon applying a 30 percent capture rate, and

275 units using a three-year projection period. 

Here, it is assumed that a family complex in the Sylva area could absorb up to three-fourths of the market

and a potential complex in the Cherokee/Whittier area could absorb up to one-fourth of the market. Sites

in Cullowhee and Cashiers would not most likely not be appropriate for tax credit financing. This suggests

up to 200 units and in the Sylva area and 69 units from Jackson County for a site in Cherokee/Whittier.

Again, actual demand would reflect the specific rent and income targeting scenario considered - and also

the impact of any competing projects (for example, were a property in Sylva to be developed before the

60-unit Village Overlook Apartments be absorbed, demand would have to be adjusted accordingly).

Using  60- to 120 percent of the median as the basis for determining the need for market rate units suggests

the need for 769 units : or 231 units over three years, with a 30 percent capture rate. Given the affordability

standard used, these figures are based on a net one-bedroom unit of $642, which is probably unrealistically

low). As with the calculation for market rate senior rentals, this segment was re-calculated using an 80- to

120 percent range (assuming a one-bedroom rent of $890), and yields a demand for 491 units : or 122 units,

countywide, after the capture rate is applied and for a three year projection period). This level of demand

suggests that up to 92 units could potentially be provided in the Sylva area - with the understanding that

the focus of the market would be from households in the range from 60 to 80 percent of the median

income - which is the focus for what is typically considered to be workforce housing.

In consideration of the strength of the market for rental housing for families it is important to note that our

projections may, to some extent, overstate the rental sector locally, and as such our conclusions may not

be as conservative as would normally be the case.
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Development Options: Housing for Working Age Households, Owner-occupied 

In this section, we will examine the need for owner-occupied units by persons of working age. As noted

above, the net need for such housing is determined to be for 599 units throughout Jackson County over the

2020 to 2025 study period (that is, 360 units over three years, or 120 units, annually).  If a development

were to be considered that appealed to working-age households in the $45,000 to $100,000 income range

this suggests it could appeal to around 54.8 percent of owners - or around 66 units annually. Again, this is

based on county-wide demand . Were the Sylva area able to capture three-fourths of this market and were 

a single development able to capture 30 percent of the market then the annual demand for such a property

would amount to 15 units, per year. 

The potential 15-unit absorption is based on household growth and assumes  quite a high capture rate, all

things considered. Additionally, a new for-sale subdivision could attract first-time home-buyers. Here this

would represent projected increases in home-ownership as the number of local renter households age, and

consider purchasing homes. The latter would represent the normal practice of households who were

renters transferring to home-ownership as they establish their family/household. It is our observation that

there is likely to be pent-up demand for owner-occupied units by persons in the younger middle-age ranges

of the working population. This demand may be unmet where households in those age groups may prefer

to rent, or by households in that age who rent not being able to qualify for a home loan or make a

reasonable down-payment. However, it may be that there is not an adequate supply of affordable homes

available for first-time home-buyers in these circumstances. Here, we address the market from potential

first-time home-buyers in Jackson County.

The market for single-family homes for first-time buyers is focused on potential buyers living in the area

at present, and who would be income-eligible for any affordable development. Those potential buyers are

necessarily households now renting in the area. 

The income distribution for renters aged 15 to 61 in Jackson County is set out in Table below. Again, this

information is derived from a Special Tabulation of 2013 to 2017 American Community Survey data

prepared for, and published by, HUD.
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Table 18 - Income and Household Size, Renter Households Aged 15 to 61 years

Source: HUD Special Tabulations of Households from American Community Survey, 2013 to 2017

These data are graphed, below. 
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Here it is seen that many renters have relatively low incomes, particularly one-person households. Here,

we will calculate potential need for two income groups. The first, a lower group, will be households with

incomes between $40,000 and $50,000, which in Jackson County would, broadly,  correspond to that cohort

that would be eligible for USDA Section 502 homes. The second cohort would be that segment, with

incomes above $50,000 and less than $89,500, that would qualify for North Carolina Housing Finance

Agency mortgage/down-payment assistance - and would broadly represent the bulk of potential first-time

home-buyers, regardless of financing source.

The lower income range is met by 10.1 percent of renters in the market area - corresponding to 534

households. The higher income range corresponds to 18.5 percent of renters - that is, 975 households. In

market studies for homes for first-time home-buyers the proportion of renters that would translate to

home-ownership needs to take into account those who rent by choice (either in the short- or long-term)

and households who do not qualify for a mortgage or not be able to afford a down-payment. The share also

has to account for the fact that a particular development may not appeal to all potential buyers (again, in

terms of features, location, and the like). Typically, we have used a 1- to 2-percent figure in these

circumstances. Here, we used 2 percent - which would suggest an annual demand for eleven units in the

lower range, and 20 units in the higher range. Again, this represents demand on a county-wide basis.   

This calculated demand for 31 units annually - countywide - suggests that a single-family subdivision

catering to first-time home-buyers is not unreasonable - assuming that it were to be developed at a good

location and offer attractive, relatively affordable homes and would be well-marketed and involve the

active participation of local lenders. With respect to location, it is assumed that it would be located with

reasonable access to local services and major thoroughfares - and would cater to households willing to

locate in the Sylva area.  As noted earlier, the tenure projections employed in this study are impacted by

the significant construction of student-oriented rentals in the first decade of the century. Thus, if it is the

case that the number of renters in our projections is overstated, then it may be prudent to scale-back the

conclusions from the above analysis. Thus, whereas our otherwise conservative analysis yielded 37 homes

for first-time home buyers, county-wide - it is suggested that perhaps 24 units is prudent: around 18 of

which, annually, could be absorbed at a single development in the Sylva area.

With respect to the market for single-family homes (excepting seniors), we suggest that the market from

growth suggest around 15 new homes, annually, in the Sylva area, and around 18 new homes, annually

from potential first home buyers. Thus that area could absorb around 33 units per year in a development

that catered to those market segments - that is possibly featuring separate neighborhoods in the one

development that catered to these income/price segments.  
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These various observations show that in some circumstances there is not a deep enough market to support

various  residential options in the study area when segmented by age, tenure, income, and location. This

reflects the overall size of the market - which is not atypical of rural/non-urban areas.

The map, below, shows population density at the census tract level, focusing on southwestern North

Carolina, and shows adjacent areas in North Carolina as well as in South Carolina, Tennessee, and Georgia.

This illustrates how settlement throughout Region A area is significantly less dense than adjoining areas.

This pattern reflects the location, topography, and history of the area. Thus, whereas development options

are  constrained in most of the Region, the study area does support some development options as set out

in the foregoing report.  
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Market Study Terminology

The following presents the accepted definitions of various terms typically found in real estate market

studies. These definitions are typically followed unless reviewing agency requirements differ.

Absorption period  - the period of time necessary for a newly constructed or renovated property to achieve

the stabilized level of occupancy.  The absorption period begins when the first certificate of occupancy is

issued and ends when the last unit to reach the stabilized level of occupancy has a signed lease.  Assumes

a typical premarketing period, prior to the issuance of the certificate of occupancy, of about three to six

months.  The month that leasing is assumed to begin should accompany all absorption estimates.

Absorption rate - the average number of unites rented each month during the absorption period. 

Acceptable rent burden - the rent-to-income ratio used to qualify tenants for both income-restricted and

non-income restricted units. The acceptable rent burden varies depending on the requirements of funding

sources, government funding sources, target markets, and local conditions.

Achievable rents - See Market Rent, Achievable Restricted Rent. 

Affordable housing  - housing affordable to low or very low-income tenants.

Amenity - tangible or intangible benefits offered to a tenant.  Typical amenities include on-site recreational

facilities, planned programs, services and activities.

Annual demand - the total estimated demand present to the market in any one year for the type of units

proposed.

Assisted housing - housing where federal, state or other programs subsidize the monthly costs to the

tenants.

Bias  - a proclivity or preference, particularly one that inhibits or entirely prevents an impartial judgment.

Capture rate - the percentage of age, size, and income qualified renter households in the primary market

area that the property must capture to fill the units.  Funding agencies may require restrictions to the

qualified households used in the calculation including age, income, living in substandard housing, mover-

ship and other comparable factors.  The Capture Rate is calculated by dividing the total number of units at

the property by the total number of age, size and income qualified renter households in the primary market

area.  See also: penetration rate. 

Comparable property - a property that is representative of the rental housing choices of the subject’s

primary market area and that is similar in construction, size, amenities, location, and/or age.  Comparable

and competitive properties are generally used to derive market rent and to evaluate the subject’s position

in the market.

Competitive property - a property that is comparable to the subject and that competes at nearly the same

rent levels and tenant profile, such as age, family or income.
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Comprehensive market study  - NCHMA (the National Council of Housing Market Analysts) defines a

comprehensive market study for the purposes of IRC Section 42 as a market study compliant with its Model

Content Standards for Market Studies for Rental Housing. Additionally, use of the suggested wording in the

NCHMA certification without limitations regarding the comprehensive nature of the study, shows

compliance with the IRC Section 42 request for completion of a market study by a ‘disinterested party.’

Concession - discount given to a prospective tenant to induce the tenant to sign a least.  Concessions

typically are in the form of reduced rent or free rent for a specific lease term, or for free amenities, which

are normally charged separately (i.e. washer/dryer, parking).

Demand - the total number of households in a defined market area that would potentially move into the

proposed new or renovated housing units.  These households must be the appropriate age, income, tenure

and size for a specific proposed development.  Components of demand vary and can include household

growth; turnover, those living in substandard conditions, rent over-burdened households, and demolished

housing units.  Demand is project specific.

Effective rents - contract rent less concessions.

Household trends  - changes in the number of households for a particular area over a specific period of

time, which is a function of new household formations (e.e. at marriage or separation), changes in average

household size, and net migration.

Income band - the range of incomes of households that can afford to pay a specific rent but do not have

below any applicable program-specific maximum income limits.  The minimum household income typically

is based on a defined acceptable rent burden percentage and the maximum typically7 is pre-defined by

specific program requirements or by general market parameters.

Infrastructure - services and facilities including roads, highways, water, sewerage, emergency services,

parks and recreation, etc.  Infrastructure includes both public and private facilities.

Market advantage - the difference, expressed as a percentage, between the estimated market rent for an

apartment property without income restrictions and the lesser of (a) the owner’s proposed rents or (b) the

maximum rents permitted by the financing program for the same apartment property.  (market rent -

proposed rent) / market rent * 100

Market analysis  - a study of real estate market conditions for a specific type of property.

Market area - See primary market area.
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Market demand - the total number of households in a defined market area that would potentially move

into any new or renovated housing units.  Market demand is not project specific and refers to the universe

of tenure appropriate households, independent of income.  The components of market demand are similar

to those used in determining project-specific demand.  A common example of market demand used by

HUD’s MAP program, which is based on three years of renter household growth, loss of existing units due

to demolition, and market conditions.

Market rent - the rent that an apartment, without rent or income restrictions or rent subsidies, would

command in the primary market area considering its location, features and amenities.  Market rent should

be adjusted for concessions and owner paid utilities included in the rent.

Market study - a comprehensive study of a specific proposal including a review of the housing market in

a defined market area.  Project specific market studies are often used by developers, syndicators, and

government entities to determine the appropriateness of a proposed development, whereas market

specific market studies are used to determine what housing needs, if any, exist within a specific geography.

Marketability - the manner in which the subject fits into the market; the relative desirability of a property

(for sale or lease) in comparison with similar or competing properties in the area.

Market vacancy rate, economic - percentage of rent loss due to concessions, vacancies, and non-payment

of rent on occupied units.

Market vacancy rate, physical  - average number of apartment units in any market which are unoccupied

divided by the total number of apartment units in the same market, excluding units in properties which are

in the lease-up stage.

Migration - the movement of households into or out of an area, especially a primary market area.

Mixed income property - an apartment property containing (1) both income restricted and unrestricted

units or (2) units restricted at two or more income limits (i.e. low income tax credit property with income

limits of 30%, 50%, and 60%).

Mobility - the ease with which people move from one location to another.

Move-up demand  - an estimate of how many consumers are able and willing to relocate to more expensive

or desirable units.  Examples: tenants who move from class-C properties to class-B properties, or tenants

who move from older tax credit properties to new tax credit properties.

Multi-family - structures that contain more than two housing units.

Neighborhood - an area of a city or town with common demographic and economic features that

distinguish it from adjoining areas.
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Net rent (also referred to as contract rent or lease rent) - Gross rent less tenant paid utilities.

Penetration rate  - The percentage of age and income qualified renter households in the primary market

area that all existing and proposed properties, to be completed with six months of the subject, and which

are competitively priced to the subject that must be captured to achieve the stabilized level of occupancy. 

Funding agencies may require restrictions to the qualified households used in the calculation including age,

income, living in substandard housing, mover ship and other comparable factors.  Units in all proposals /

households in market * 100, see also: capture rate.

Pent-up demand - a market in which there is a scarcity of supply and vacancy rates are very low.

Population trends - changes in population levels for a particular area over a specific period of time – which

is a function of the level of births, deaths, and net migration.

Primary market area - a geographic area from which a property is expected to draw the majority of its

residents.

Programmatic rents - See restricted rents.

Project based rent assistance - rental assistance from any source that is allocated to the property or a

specific number of units in the property and is available to each income eligible tenant of the property or

an assisted unit.

Redevelopment - the redesign or rehabilitation of existing properties.

Rent burden - gross rent divided by adjusted monthly household income.

Rent burdened households  - households with rent burden above the level determined by the lender,

investor, or public program to be an acceptable rent-to-income.

Restricted rent - the rent charged under the restrictions of a specific housing program or subsidy.

Restricted rent, achievable - the rents that the project can attain taking into account both market

conditions and rent in the primary market area and income restrictions.

Saturation - the point at which there is no longer demand to support additional unit.  Saturation usually

refers to a particular segment of a specific market.

Secondary market area  - the portion of a market that supplies additional support to an apartment property

beyond that provided by the primary market area. 
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Special needs population - specific market niche that is typically not catered to in a conventional apartment

property.  Examples of special needs population include: substance abusers, visually impaired person or

persons with mobility limitations.

Stabilized level of occupancy - the underwritten or actual number of occupied units that a property is

expected to maintain after the initial rent-up period, expressed as a percentage of the total units.

Subsidy - monthly income received by a tenant or by an owner on behalf of a tenant to pay the difference

between the apartment’s contract rent and the amount paid by the tenant toward rent.

Substandard conditions  - housing conditions that are conventionally considered unacceptable which may

be defined in terms of lacking plumbing facilities, one or more major systems not functioning properly, or

overcrowded conditions.

Target income band - the income band from which the subject property will draw tenants.

Target population - the market segment or segments a development will appeal or cater to.  State agencies

often use target population to refer to various income set asides, elderly v. family, etc.

Tenant paid utilities - the cost of utilities (not including cable, telephone, or internet) necessary for the

habitation of a dwelling unit, which are paid by the tenant.

Turnover period - 1. An estimate of the number of housing units in a market area as a percentage of total

housing units in the market area that will likely change occupants in any one year.  See also: vacancy period. 

Housing units with new occupants / housing units * 100 2.  The percent of occupants in a given apartment

complex that move in one year.

Unmet housing need - new units required in the market area to accommodate household growth, homeless

people, and housing in substandard conditions.

Unrestricted rents - rents that are not subject to restriction. 

Unrestricted units  - units that are not subject to any income or rent restrictions.

Vacancy period - the amount of time that an apartment remains vacant and available for rent.

Vacancy rate-economic vacancy rate - physical - maximum potential revenue less actual rent revenue

divided by maximum potential rent revenue.  The number of total habitable units that are vacant divided

by the total number of units in the property.
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Other Terms

The following terms are also to be found in professional market studies - here, this information is drawn

from various sources including HUD, the Census Bureau, and the Urban Land Institute.

Area Median Income (AMI) - 1005 of the gross median household income for a specific Metropolitan

Statistical Area, county or non-metropolitan area established annually by HUD.

Attached housing - two or more dwelling units connected with party walls (e.g. townhouses or flats).

Basic rent - the maximum monthly rent that tenants who do not have rental assistance pay to lease units

developed through the USDA-RD Section 515 Program, the HUD Section 236 Program and HUD Section

223(d)(3) Below Market Interest Rate Program.  The Basic Rent is calculated as the amount of rent required

to operate the property, maintain debt service on a subsidized mortgage with a below-market interest rate,

and provide a return on equity to the developer in accordance with the regulatory documents governing

the property.

Below Market Interest Rate program (BMIR) - Program targeted to renters with income not exceeding 80%

or area median income by limiting rents based on HUD’s BMIR Program requirements and through the

provision of an interest reduction contract subsidize the market interest rate to a below-market rate. 

Interest rates are typically subsidized to effective rates of one percent or three percent.

Census tract  - a small, relatively permanent statistical subdivision delineated by a local committee of

census data users for the purpose of presenting data.  Census tract boundaries normally follow visible

features, but may follow governmental unit boundaries and other non-visible features; they always nest

within counties.  They are designed to be relatively homogeneous units with respect to population

characteristics, economic status, and living conditions at the time of establishment.  Census tracts average

about 4,000 inhabitants.

Central Business District (CBD) - the center of commercial activity within a town or city; usually the largest

and oldest concentration of such activity.

Community Development Corporation (CDC) - entrepreneurial institution combining public and private

resources to aid in the development of socio-economically disadvantaged areas.

Condominium - a form of join ownership and control of property in which specified volumes of space (for

example, apartments) are owned individually while the common elements of the property (for example,

outside walls) are owned jointly.

Contract rent  - 1. The actual monthly rent payable by the tenant, including any rent subsidy paid on behalf

of the tenant, to the owner, inclusive of all terms of the lease. (HUD & RD) 2. The monthly rent agreed to

between a tenant and a landlord (Census).
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Difficult Development Area (DDA) - an area designated by HUD as an area that has high construction, land,

and utility costs relative to the Area Median Gross Income.  A project located in a DDA and utilizing the Low

Income Housing Tax Credit may qualify for up to 130% of eligible basis for the purpose of calculating the

Tax Credit allocation. 

Detached housing - a freestanding dwelling unit, typically single-family, situated on its own lot.

Elder or senior housing - housing where (1) all units in the property are restricted for occupancy by persons

62 years of age order or (2) at least 805 of the units in each building are restricted for occupancy by

households where al lease on household member is 55 years of age or older and the housing is designed

with amenities and facilities designed to meet the needs of senior citizens.

Extremely low income  - person or household with income below 30% of the Area Median Income adjusted

for household size.

Fair Market Rent (FMR) - the estimates established by HUD of the Gross rents (Contract rent plus Tenant

Paid Utilities) needed to obtain modest rental units in acceptable condition in a specific county or

metropolitan statistical area.  HUD generally set FMR so that 40% of the rental units have rents below FMR. 

In rental markets with a shortage of lower priced rental units HUD may approve the use of Fair Market

Rents that are as high as the 50th percentile of rents.

Garden apartments - apartments in low-rise buildings (typically two or four stories) that feature low

density, ample open-space around buildings, and on-site parking.

Gross rent - the monthly housing cost to a tenant which equals the Contract rent provided for in the lease

plus the estimated cost of all Tenant Paid Utilities.

High-rise  - a residential building having more than ten stories.

Household - one or more people who occupy a housing unit as their usual place of residence.

Housing unit - house, apartment, mobile home, or group of rooms used as a separate living quarters by a

single household. 

Housing Choice Voucher (Section 8 Program) - federal rent subsidy program under Section 8 of the U.S.

Housing Act, which issues rent vouchers to eligible households in the use of the housing of their choice. 

The voucher payment subsidizes the difference between the Gross Rent and tenant’s contribution of 30%

of adjusted income, (or 10% of gross income, whichever is greater).  In cases where 30% of the tenants’

income is less than the utility allowance, the tenant will receive an assistance payment.  In other cases, the

tenant is responsible for paying his share of the rent each month.

Housing Finance Agency (FHA)  - state or local agencies responsible for financing housing and administering

assisted housing programs.
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HUD Section 8 Program - federal program that provides project based rental assistance.  Under the

program HUD contracts directly with the owner for the payment of the difference between the contract

rent and a specified percentage of tenants’ adjusted income.

HUD Section 202 Program - federal program which provides direct capital assistance (i.e. grant) and

operating or rental assistance to finance housing designed for occupancy by elderly households who have

income not exceeding 50% of Area Median Income.  The program is limited to housing owned by 501(c)(3)

nonprofit organizations or by limited partnerships where the sole general partner is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit

organization.  Units receive HUD project based rental assistance that enables tenants to occupy units at

rents based on 30% of tenant income.

HUD Section 811 Program - federal program which provides direct capital assistance and operating of rental

assistance to finance housing designed for occupancy by persons with disabilities who have income not

exceeding 50% of Area Median Income.  The program is limited to housing owned by 501(c)(3) nonprofit

organizations or by limited partnerships where the sole general partner is a 510(c)(3) nonprofit

organization.

HUD Section 236 Program - federal program which provides interest reduction payments for loans which

finance housing targeted to households with income not exceeding 80% of area median income who pay

rent equal to the greater of Basic Rent or 30 percent of their adjusted income.  All rents are capped at a

HUD approved market rent.

Income limits - maximum household income by county or Metropolitan Statistical Area, adjusted for

household size and expressed as a percentage of the Area Median Income for the purpose of establishing

an upper limit for eligibility for a specific housing program.  Income limits for federal, state and local rental

housing programs typically are established at 30%, 50%, 60% or 80% of AMI.  HUD publishes income limits

each year for 30% median.  Very low income (50%), and low income (80%), for households with 1 through

8 people.

Low income - person or household with gross household income below 80% of Area Median Income

adjusted for household size.

Low income housing tax credit  - a program to generate equity for investment in affordable rental housing

authorized pursuant to Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended.  The program requires that

a certain percentage of units built be restricted for occupancy to households earning 60% or less of Area

Median Income, and that the rents on those units be restricted accordingly.

Low rise building - a building with one to three stories.
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Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) - a geographic entity defined by the federal Office of Management and

Budget for use by federal statistical agencies, based on the concept of a core area with a large population

nucleus, plus adjacent communities have a high degree of economic and social integration with that core. 

Qualification of an MSA requires the presence of a city with 50,000 or more inhabitants, or the presence

of an Urbanized Area (UA) and a total population of at lease 100,000 (75,000 in New England).  The county

or counties containing the largest city and surrounding densely settled territory are central counties of the

MSA.  Additional outlying counties qualify to be included in the MSA by meeting certain other criteria of

metropolitan character, such as a specified minimum population density or percentage of the population

that is urban.

Mid-rise - a building with four to ten stories.

Moderate income  - person or household with gross household income between 80 and 120 percent of area

median income adjusted for household size.

Public Housing or Low Income Conventional Public Housing - HUD program administered by local (or

regional) Housing Authorities which serves low- and very-low income households with rent based on the

same formula used for HUD Section 8 assistance.

Qualified Census Tract (QCT) - any census tract (or equivalent geographic area defined by the Bureau of

the Census) in which at least 50% of households have an income less than 60% of the area median income

or where the poverty rate is at lease 25%.  A project located in a QCT and receiving Low Income Housing

Tax Credit may qualify for up to 130% of the eligible basis for the purpose of calculating the Tax Credit

allocation.

Rural Development (RD) market rent - a monthly rent that can be charged for an apartment under a

specific USDA-RD housing program, that reflects the agency’s estimate of the rent required to operate the

property, maintain debt service on an unsubsidized mortgage and provide an adequate return to the

property owner.  The rent is the maximum rent that a tenant can pay at an RD Property.

Rural Development (RD) Program (Formerly the Farmers Home Administration Section 515 Rural Rental

Housing Program)  - federal program which provides the low interest loans to finance housing which serves

low- and moderate-income persons in rural areas who pay 30 percent of their adjusted income on rent or

the basic rent, which is the higher (but not exceeding the market rent).  The program may include property

based rental assistance and interest reduction contracts to write down the interest on the loan to as low

as one percent.

Single-family housing - a dwelling unit, either attached or detached, designed for use by one household

and with the direct access to a street.  It does not share heating facilities or other essential building facilities

with any other dwelling.

State Data Center (SDC) - a state agency or university facility identified by the governor of each state to

participate in the Census Bureau’s cooperative network for the dissemination of the census data.

Tenant - one who rents real property from another.
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Tenure - the distinction between owner-occupied and renter-occupied housing units.

Townhouse (or Row House) - single-family attached residence separated from another by party walls,

usually on a narrow lot offering small front and back-yards; also called row house.

Very low income - person or household whose gross household income does not exceed 50% of Area

Median Income adjusted for household size.

Zoning - classification and regulation of land by local governments according to use categories (zones);

often also includes density designations.
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ADDENDUM

JACKSON COUNTY TABLES
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Selected Population Characteristics

Table C1 - Jackson County, Population, by age, 2000 to 2030

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C2 - Jackson County, Population, by Race, 2010

Source: 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Household Characteristics

Table C3 - Jackson County, Households, by type, 2000 and  2010

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Housing Characteristics

Table C4 - Jackson County, Housing Occupancy and Vacancy status, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table C5 - Jackson County, Units in Structure, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C6 - Jackson County, Year Structure Built, 2013-2017

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table C7 - Jackson County, Tenure by Year Household moved into unit, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C8 - Jackson County, Value, Owner-occupied Housing Units, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table C9 - Jackson County, Selected Monthly Owner Costs, 2008-2102 and  2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C10 - Jackson County, Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C11 - Jackson County, Rent, Renter-occupied Housing Units, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table C12 - Jackson County, Selected Monthly Renter Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table C13 below, gives details of residential construction throughout Jackson County since 2000. Here, this

is for all units permitted - all of which may or may not have been built. It should be noted that data for

single-family and multi-family units relate to units in structure, not  tenure. Also, these figures include  units

built for seasonal or occasional use.

Where the data exist, it can be seen that a total of 7,238 units were permitted/added throughout the

county, 5,438 of which were for single-family units (75.1 percent) and as many as 1,800 ( or 24.9 percent)

were for multi-family units. The latter were typically student complexes catering to students at the Western

Carolina University in Cullowhee.

 The table and the graph following it show the significant slow-down in construction from 2008.

Table C13 - Jackson County, Building Permits Issued, Annually, 2000 to  2017 

Source: SOCDS Building Permits Database, HUDUSER; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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These data are illustrated, below 
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Selected Economic Characteristics

The makeup and trends of the labor force and employment have a strong influence on the growth and

stability of the local housing market in general. Tables C14 and C15  illustrate labor force and employment,

and unemployment trends for Jackson County since 2011. In 2018, the most recent year for which

annualized data are available, the County’s labor force comprised an estimated 19,484 persons.  Of this

total, 18,682 were employed and 802 or 4.1 percent were unemployed. Over the last decade, the

seasonality of the area’s labor market is noteworthy, with an overall upward trend in both labor force and

employment. Unemployment peaked at 11.1 percent in 2011; however, on an annual basis, it has

decreased consistently since then.

Table C14 - Jackson County Labor Force and Employment Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table C15 - Jackson County Unemployment Rate Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Information on employment, by industry for Jackson County in 2014 and 2018 is set out in Table C16,

below.  From this it is seen that the largest sub-sector is education services which accounts for 20.7 percent

of the total - reflecting the impact of the Western Carolina University. Other significant sub-sectors are 

retail trade, accommodation and food services, and healthcare - each of which account for more than 10

percent of jobs.  

From this table it is seen that employment grew from 12,744 to 13,828 between 2014 and 2018 - an

increase of around 217 jobs per year, or around 1.6  percent, annually. Average wages were reported at

$707.98 per week in 2018 - a 2.3 percent per year average growth since 2014. Average wages, statewide,

were $976.45 per week in 2018.

Table C16 - Jackson County Employment and Average Wage Trends, 2014 and 2018

Source: Labor & Economic Analysis Division, NC Department of Commerce ; T.Ronald Brown: Research &

Analysis
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Jackson County’s largest single employer is the Western Carolina University which employs more than 1,000

persons. Other significant employers are the local public school system and the local hospital, in addition

to various service providers, retailers, and local governments.  

Table C17 - Jackson County Major Employers

Source: Labor & Economic Analysis Division, NC Department of Commerce ; T.Ronald Brown: Research &

Analysis
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There is significant commuting throughout southwestern North Carolina, and with adjacent areas. The

following maps show where workers resident in Jackson County work (Map C1), and where they live (Map

C2 ). (It should be noted that the scale on these two maps differ.)

These flows area summarized in Map C3, where it is seen that 5,472 workers live in and work in Jackson

County, and that 7,465 persons commute into the County to work, and that 6,477 workers who live in the

County work beyond that area.

Map C1- Jackson County Workers, by Place of Work (Work to  Home )

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Map C2 - Jackson County Workers, by Place of Residence (Home to Work) 

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Map C3 - Inflow/Outflow of workers, Jackson County

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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With respect to consumer expenditures in Jackson County, it is seen that based on the most recent Esri

data, provided by the Census Bureau, average household expenditures amounted to $47,442. As is seen

in Table C17, spending on housing amounts to as much as 30.2 percent of the household total. Other

significant expenditures are on transportation (overall), food (at home), and healthcare. 

Table C18 - Jackson County Consumer Expenditures, Selected Categories, 2017

Source: Esri (reported in Census Business Builder); T. Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis 
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Data from the Census Bureau show that there are 58 construction companies in Jackson County that focus

on residential construction and re-modeling.  These employ 149 persons - at an average of around three

persons per company. Average pay is seen to be around $37,685 compared with a statewide average of

$50,126.

Additionally, there is one residential construction company for every 719 residents of the County.

Table C19 - Jackson County Construction Company data

Source: Census Business Builder; T. Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis 
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Selected Population Characteristics

Table A1 - Region A, Population, by age, 2000 to 2010

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A2 - Region A, Population, by race, 2010

Source: 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Household Characteristics

Table A3 - Region A, Households, by type, 2000 and  2010

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Housing Characteristics

Table A4 - Region A, Housing Occupancy and Vacancy status, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table A5 - Region A, Units in Structure, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A6 - Region A, Year Structure Built, 2013-2017

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table A7 - Region A, Tenure by Year Household moved into unit, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A8 - Region A, Value, Owner-occupied Housing Units, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table A9 - Region A, Value, Selected Monthly Owner Costs, 2008-2102 and  2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A10 - Region A, Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A11 - Region A, Rent, Renter-occupied Housing Units, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table A12 - Region A, Selected Monthly Renter Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table A13 below, gives details of residential construction throughout Region A since 2000. Where the data

exist, it can be seen that a total of 25,577 units were permitted/added throughout the Region, 22,900 of

which were for single-family units (89.5 percent) and 2,677 ( or 10.5 percent) were for multi-family units.

The table and the graph following it show the significant slow-down in construction from 2008.

Table A13 - Region A, Building Permits Issued, Annually, 2000 to  2017 

Source: SOCDS Building Permits Database, HUDUSER; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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These data are illustrated, below 
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Selected Economic Characteristics

The makeup and trends of the labor force and employment have a strong influence on the growth and

stability of the local housing market in general. Tables A14 and A15  illustrate labor force and employment,

and unemployment trends for the Region, since 2011.  In 2018, the most recent year for which annualized

data are available, the Region’s labor force comprised an estimated 89,701 persons.  Of this total, 86,148

were employed and 3,553 or 4.0 percent were unemployed.  Over the last decade, the seasonality of the

area’s labor market is noteworthy, with an overall upward trend in both labor force and employment.

Unemployment peaked at 11.7 percent in 2010; however, on an annual basis, it has decreased consistently

since then.

Table A14 - Region A Labor Force and Employment Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table A15 - Region A Unemployment Rate Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Information on employment, by industry for the Region in 2014 and 2018 is set out in Table A16, below. 

From this it is seen that the largest sub-sectors are retail trade, accommodation and food services,

healthcare, education, and public administration - each of which account for more than 10 percent of jobs.

This illustrates the role of tourism in the Region, as well as support for the local population in terms of

government, education, and healthcare. Manufacturing, however, accounted for only 7.4 percent of jobs

in 2018, down from 8.4 percent five years previously. Other significant sub-sectors include arts,

entertainment, and recreation (again highlighting the role of tourism).  

From this table it is seen that employment grew from 60,795 to 64,911 between 2014 and 2018 - an

increase of around 823 jobs per year , or around 2.1  percent, annually. Average wages were reported at

$682.68 per week in 2018 - a 2.2 percent per year average growth since 2014. Average wages, statewide,

were $976.45 per week in 2018.

Table A16 - Region A Employment and Average Wage Trends, 2014 and 2018

Source: Labor & Economic Analysis Division, NC Department of Commerce ; T.Ronald Brown: Research &

Analysis
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As noted above, the Region’s employment base is focused on retail trade, accommodation and food

services, healthcare, education, and public administration , and this is reflected in the major employers for

the area, along with retailers and wholesalers. The area’s largest employers, therefore include the local

school systems, health care facilities, and government entities. The area’s largest manufacturer is the Blue

Ridge Products paper mill in Canton. Various tourist-oriented businesses are also relatively large employers. 

Table  A17 - Region A Major Employers

/continued
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Table A17 - Region A Major Employers, continued

Source: Labor & Economic Analysis Division, NC Department of Commerce ; T.Ronald Brown: Research &

Analysis
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There is significant commuting within the Region, and with adjacent areas. The following maps show where

workers resident in the region work (Map A1), and where they live (Map A2 ). (It should be noted that the

scale on these two maps differ.)

These flows area summarized in Map A3, where it is seen that 41,866 workers live in and work in the

Region, and that 12,974 persons commute into the Region to work, and that as many as 23,894 workers

who live in the Region work beyond that area.

Map A1 - Region A - Region A workers, by place of Work (Work to  Home )

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Map A2 - Region A Workers, by place of Residence (Home to Work) 

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Map A3 - Inflow/Outflow of workers, Region A

Source : On the Map; Census Bureau; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Information on Consumer Expenditures is not available for the multi-county Region A area.

Data from the Census Bureau show that there are 219 construction companies in Region A that focus on

residential construction and re-modeling.  These employ 691 persons - at an average of around three

persons per company. Average pay is seen to be around $35,114 compared with a statewide average of

$50,126.

Additionally, there is one person employed in this sub-sector for every 859 residents of the region

(compared with one company for every 1,757 persons, on average state-wide).

Table A18 - Region A  Construction Company data

Source: Census Business Builder; T. Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis 
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Selected Population Characteristics

Table NC1 - North Carolina, Population, by age, 2000 to 2010

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; NC State Data Center; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC2 - North Carolina, Population, by race, 2010

Source: 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Household Characteristics

Table NC3 - North Carolina, Households, by type, 2000 and  2010

Source: 2000 Census; 2010 Census; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Selected Housing Characteristics

Table NC4 - North Carolina, Housing Occupancy and Vacancy status, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table NC5 - North Carolina, Units in Structure, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC6 - North Carolina, Year Structure Built, 2013-2017

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table NC7 - North Carolina, Tenure by Year Household moved into unit, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC8 - North Carolina, Value, Owner-occupied Housing Units, 2013-2017 

Source: 2013-2017 American Community Survey; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table NC9 - North Carolina, Value, Selected Monthly Owner Costs, 2008-2102 and  2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC10 - North Carolina, Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC11 - North Carolina, Rent, Renter-occupied Housing Units, 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table NC12 - North Carolina, Selected Monthly Renter Costs as a Percentage of Household Income , 

    2008-2012 and 2013-2017 

Source: 2008-2012 and 2013-2017 American Community Surveys; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Table NC13 below, gives details of residential construction throughout North Carolina since 2000. Where

the data exist, it can be seen that a total of 1,184,282 units were permitted/added throughout the State,

918,857 of which were for single-family units (77.6 percent) and 265,425 ( or 22.4 percent) were for multi-

family units. The table and the graph following it show the significant slow-down in construction from 2008.

Table NC13 - North Carolina, Building Permits Issued, Annually, 2000 to  2017 

Source: SOCDS Building Permits Database, HUDUSER; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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These data are illustrated, below 
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Selected Economic Characteristics

The makeup and trends of the labor force and employment have a strong influence on the growth and

stability of the local housing market in general. Tables NC14 and NC15 illustrate labor force and

employment, and unemployment trends for the State, since 2011.  In 2018, the most recent year for which

annualized data are available, the State’s labor force comprised an estimated 4,981,834 persons.  Of this

total, 4,787,320 were employed and 194,514 or 3.9 percent were unemployed.  Over the last decade, the

seasonality of the area’s labor market is noteworthy, with an overall upward trend in both labor force and

employment. Unemployment peaked at 10.9 percent in 2010; however, on an annual basis, it has

decreased consistently since then.

Table NC14 - North Carolina Labor Force and Employment Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis

Table NC15 - North Carolina Unemployment Rate Trends, Monthly data, 2010 to 2018

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics; T.Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis
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Information on employment, by industry for North Carolina in 2014 and 2018 is set out in Table NC16,

below.  From this it is seen that the largest sub-sectors are manufacturing, retail trade, and  healthcare -

each of which account for more than 10 percent of jobs. Other significant sub-sectors include education

and accommodation and food services.  

From this table it is seen that employment grew from 4,057,234 to 4,411,2352 between 2014 and 2018 -

an increase of around 70,804 jobs per year , or around 2.2  percent, annually. Average wages were reported

at $976.45 per week in 2018 - a 2.3 percent per year average growth since 2014.

Table NC16 - North Carolina Employment and Average Wage Trends, 2014 and 2018

Source: Labor & Economic Analysis Division, NC Department of Commerce ; T.Ronald Brown: Research &

Analysis
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With respect to consumer expenditures it is seen that based on the most recent Esri data, provided by the

Census Bureau, average household expenditures amounted to $60,366. As is seen in Table NC17, spending

on housing amounts to as much as 30.2 of the household total. Other significant expenditures are on 

utilities (a subset of the housing category), food (at home), and healthcare. 

Table NC17 - North Carolina Consumer Expenditures, Selected Categories, 2017

Source: Esri (reported in Census Business Builder); T. Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis 
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Data from the Census Bureau show that there are 5,721 construction companies in North Carolina that

focus on residential construction and re-modeling.  These employ 21,234 persons - at an average of around

four persons per company. Average pay is seen to be around $50,126.

Additionally, there is one residential construction company for every 1,757 residents of the state.

Table NC18 - North Carolina Construction Company data

Source: Census Business Builder; T. Ronald Brown: Research & Analysis 
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